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HiSPINOUT 2020-01 
                                                                            High-Speed Bus Test Instrument or Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) 

Key Features 

● Designed to provide testing of high-speed 

inputs and outputs 

● Compact stand-alone ATE available in a 2U 19-

inch standard enclosure 

● Augments existing military and commercial 

ATEs with high-speed I/O test capabilities 

using a serial interface 

● Utilizes Virtex ® UltraScaleTM high-speed FPGA 

to implement test instrument functions 

● Xilinx MicroBlaze microprocessor serves as  

test controller 

● Includes full test programs to test and 

diagnose high-speed buses 

● HiSPINOUT 2020-01 provides full test of USB 

3.0 (USB 3.1 Gen 1) communication with data 

transfer rates of 5 Gbps 

● Upcoming versions will integrate other high-

speed bus test functionality via system 

software update  

● Provides cable pin short, pin open and current 

leakage tests 

● Includes analog measurement using ADC/DAC 

parametric measurement unit (PMU) 

● Optionally, includes an embedded PC, to use 

as a standalone ATE 

 

Developed under a US Navy sponsored Small Business Innovative 

Research (SBIR), the High SPeed INput/OUtput Tester 

(HiSPINOUT) utilizes a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) to 

create test instruments, called synthetic instruments (SIs).  Using 

the FPGA’s ability to reconfigure SIs in concert with A.T.E. 

Solutions, Inc.’s patented dynamic reconfiguration methodology, 

HiSPINOUT creates a bus-specific test environment.  In this 

environment, Physical (PHY) Layer and higher layer test sets are 

developed and delivered as part of the HiSPINOUT product. 

HiSPINOUT is normally used as an auxiliary instrument attached 

to an ATE to test a high-speed bus with reusable test programs. It 

can also be used as a stand-alone ATE. The reusable test program 

eliminates test program set (TPS) development.  HiSPINOUT 

readily interfaces with both military and commercial ATE, 

expanding their capabilities to test high-speed units under test 

(UUTs).  Test developers can use simple HiSPINOUT commands to 

perform complex tests.  (See Table 1). 

New Platform for Automatic Testing 
HiSPINOUT is a new approach to automate testing of electronics systems 

and subsystems.  Traditionally, an ATE utilized general-purpose test 

instruments to apply and collect stimulus and response signals to a UUT. 

This was directed by a controller or processor responding to the 

scheduling by a test program set.  While general-purpose instruments 

allowed for a wide range of stimuli and measurements, they required the 

test engineer to operate each instrument according to his/her 

understanding of the UUT functionality.  Each resulting test program 

would only work on that particular ATE configuration and only for that 

particular UUT.  Reuse of any portion of the TPS was seldom possible, 

requiring all TPSs to be developed essentially from scratch. 

HiSPINOUT utilizes SIs and our patented dynamic reconfiguration 

embedded in FPGAs to perform more than just the functions of general-

purpose instruments.  SIs can be I/O bus oriented and follow protocols 

required by the specific bus.  Moreover, they operate and communicate 

at the normal operating speed of the I/O, e.g., at 5 Gbps in the case of 

USB 3.1 Gen 1.  A set of tests that verify the correct operation of the bus, 

including, but not limited to the PHY layer becomes the reuse bus test 

(RBT) delivered with HiSPINOUT or downloaded as new tests become 

available for other buses. The end user of HiSPINOUT can simply run the 

test and ensure that his/her I/O is working properly at speed.  The USB 

3.1 Gen 1 test, for example, will be completely reusable, saving hundreds 

of hours of test engineering development time. Additionally, the TPS 

developer can utilize simple commands, such as WriteData and 
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ReadData to readily communicate with circuits on the other side of the 

I/O bus. 

As HiSPINOUT expands to include other buses and I/O tests, this 

approach will be retained, resulting in an ATE platform fully adapted to 

testing high-speed (or any speed) bus structures your UUT may utilize.  

For example, the USB 3.1 Gen 1 reusable bus test performs the following 

sequence:  First, it performs the cable test to rule out shorts, opens or 

leakage issues on the cable.  Next, tests ensure the UUT’s I/O 

communication is correctly executed per protocol. The diagnostics 

reports will help you locate the fault. In addition to the RBT, you can 

utilize a set of simple commands to HiSPINOUT to control and receive 

signals from the bus with various options selected in the SubFields of 

Table 1.  These simple to use commands save a great deal of test 

engineering time and effort over manually navigating through the 

complex protocols using only general-purpose test instruments. 

HiSPINOUT can be integrated with other testers and ATEs or used as a 

standalone ATE with an external PC or an optional internal PC within the 

HiSPINOUT enclosure.  Communication between HiSPINOUT and other 

testers can be performed over standard serial ports.  HiSPINOUT can be 

utilized as an auxiliary test equipment for designated military ATE, such 

as the US Navy’s eCASS, the US Air Force’s Versatile Diagnostic Automatic 

Test Station (VDATS), the US Army’s Integrated Family of Test Equipment 

(IFTE), USMC's Marine Corps Automatic Test Systems (MCATES), or 

virtually any ATE, including legacy ATE.  HiSPINOUT can augment most 

ATE’s capabilities to test high-speed UUTs with a simple serial interface. 

Tests Performed by HiSPINOUT 
HiSPINOUT runs the following tests on the USB 3.1 Gen 1 at 5 Gbps: 

1. HiSPINOUT performs its own self-test. 

2. Cable test identifies pin shorts, opens and leakage current. 

3. Evaluates signal integrity by looping Tx signals back to Rx (using 

the tested cable) and displaying an eye diagram. 

4. Verifies that the attached UUT when set into loopback mode can 

respond to the host and re-transmit received data back to the 

host for signal assessment.  

5. Identifies and diagnoses signal integrity problems by operating 

the USB 3.1 Gen 1 bus at multiple data rates (e.g. 5 Gbps, 2.5 

Gbps, 1 Gbps, etc.). 

6. Performs fault injection and jitter injection on the UUT. 

7. Provides fault isolation information via PHY Layer tests. 

8. Performs Link Layer, and targeted Protocol Layer tests. 

9. Stress tests Tx and Rx using analog fault injection. 

10. Utilizes both a pseudo-random pattern generator and user 

pattern generation (BRST, SKP, Nyquist, Nyquist/2, TSEQ, TS1 & 

TS2) to test communication. 

11. Provides fault detection using digital fault injection, such as stuck 

states and wrong seeds.  

The above tests comprising the reuse bus test (RBT) are delivered with 

HiSPINOUT for USB 3/1 Gen 1.  Similar tests will be made available for 

additional buses as HiSPINOUT releases such support.  New bus 

functionality will be distributed via software download. 

Commands for Test Program Set (TPS) Developers  

When HiSPINOUT is used to test a high-speed I/O bus, such as the USB 

3.1 Gen 1, it runs the reusable bus test consisting of a sequence of tests 

detailed in Table 1.  Using the commands in Table 1, the TPS developer 

can also customize each test through SubFields selections. Using the 

LinkTest and ProtocolTest commands, the TPS developer familiar with 

the circuitry behind the I/O bus can create additional tests.  

Communication to circuitry behind the bus may be achieved using 

registers that can be set or read through the WriteData and ReadData 

commands, respectively.  

Table 1 – HiSPINOUT Commands 

Primary 
Command 

SubFields Description 

ReuseBusTest Defaults Runs all the tests below in their default 
mode 

SelfTest -All* 
-PMU 
-Logic  

Self-tests subsystems. 

CableTest -All* 
-openshort 
-leakage 
-datalog 
-EyeTest 
-CustomReg  

Cable test consists of 2 parts. DC test 
and Bit Error Rate EyeTest. 

Power -on* 
-off 

This controls the power to the USB 
connector. 

TxTest -std* (USB 
loopback) 
-full (EyeTest of 
the Tx) 
-eye hx wy 
(specify eye 
height,  width) 

Performs Tx test by setting UUT in USB 
loopback mode. 

RxTest -no jitter* 
-jitter 

Run after Tx test passed. Performed 
using USB loopback.  Jitter can also be 
added. 

LinkTest  Link Layer specific testing. 

ProtocolTest  Protocol Layer specific testing. 

WriteData -addrstart  
-addrstop  
-repeatn 
(*default n=1) 

Write a packet of data from addrstart 
to addrstop, and repeat n times. 

ReadData -addrstart  
-addrstop  
-repeatn 
(*default n=1) 

Read a packet of data from addrstart 
to addrstop, and repeat n times 

*Default setting
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Specifications 

FPGA-based Tester Details 

Chassis 2U 19-inch rack 

Chassis Dimensions TBD 

FPGA Family Virtex ® UltraScaleTM high-speed FPGA 

FPGA Controller Xilinx MicroBlaze within the Virtex ® UltraScaleTM  

Optional Processors Optional Windows-based PC 

Analog Port Programmable 12-bit ADC and DAC conversion between +12 V and – 12 V 

Jitter Injection Programmable using Patent Pending 

Computer Operating System Windows 11 with Optional PC configuration 

Total Memory TBD with FPGA and TBD TB in Optional PC Configuration 

Power Requirements TBD watts plus TBD watts with Optional PC Configuration 

Operating Range 0 – 45 degrees C 

Power 110V AC, 60 Hz; or 220V AC, 50 Hz 

  

 

 

With Internal Personal Computer (PC) Details 

Processor Type 10th Gen Intel® Core™ i7-10700 processor 

Operating System Windows 11 Home 

Memory TBD GB DDR4-2666 SDRAM (1 x 4 GB) 

Internal Storage TBD TB 7200 rpm SATA 

Processor Speed TBD GHz 

Graphics Card Intel® UHD Graphics 630 

Network Interface Integrated 10/100/1000 GbE LAN 

Wireless 802.11a/b/g/n/ac (1x1) Wi-Fi® and Bluetooth® 4.2 combo 

Power Supply Type 180 W internal power supply 

Operating Range 0 – 45 degrees C 

Power 110V AC, 60 Hz; or 220V AC, 50 Hz 
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A.T.E. Solutions, Inc., established in 1984, is a highly respected test engineering and Design for Testability consulting and educational firm, providing test related products 

and services to industry and governments.  The company is also known as Advanced Test Engineering Solutions, Inc. and as BestTest.  We have a history of developing 

test programs for various ATEs, designing test systems, and developing test strategies.  HiSPINOUT, with our patented dynamic reconfigurability, places us at the 

forefront of high-speed automatic I/O testing. 

HiSPINOUT is a trademark of A.T.E. Solutions, Inc.  All other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.  This 

document is a summary and subject to change without notice.   


